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Our Mission

Our mission is to radically transform traditional stock exchanges by tokenizing the exchange of as-
sets via blockchain technology.  In doing so, we are determined to shift public perception of digital 
assets in a positive direction, resulting in wider adaptation and stability in the industry.

“To invent, you need a good imagination and a pile of junk.” 

- Thomas A. Edison 

The older the industry, the greater the opposition to it’s incumbent.  We make no reservations about 
the challenge we face, or the magnitude of the problems we are determined to solve. 

Problems we are determined to solve

“Problems are man made.  Therefore, they can be solved by man.” 

- John F. Kennedy, 1963

2.1  Stock Markets & Fiat Currencies

Innovations in virtually every industry are evident and ever present all around us. Nearly every 
industry faces constant transformation as a result of the increasingly rapid rate of change provided 
by new technology with the exception of one: the financial industry.  

Despite having shifted from traditional paper ledgers to near-instant trading made possible via the 
advent of the internet, it still remains at it’s heart, a relic of centuries passed.  Traditional exchanges, 
at their core, continue to operate upon mechanics far too similar to those exhibited by trading proto-
cols employed as far back as the 17th century.

Soraix is determined to change this.

In fact, a significant portion of the financial industry is rooted in outdated models.  
Consider fiat currencies.  Having their origins in 11th century China, they are emitted privately and 
backed by little more than trust in a private entity who’s central function is to continue printing 
(thereby debasing) the currency, ensuring each and every new note printed effectively transfers val-
ue from those holding it, to those printing it.
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In fact, the alternative (crypto currencies), are generally backed by essentially the same thing: faith.  

However, we’ll expand on that problem (and the solution), a little further.

2.2  Crypto Currencies

While the adaptation of crypto-currencies has been met with mixed sentiment, the technology upon 
which they operate (the blockchain) sees few detractors.  Blockchain technology provides as much 
promise to solve many challenges facing us today, as the first electrical current flowing through Edi-
son’s light bulb did in the late 19th century.  

As you read this, blockchain technology remains in it’s infancy.  The digital asset economy as a whole, 
continues to experience exponential year-to-year growth and adaptation, exhibiting no signs of wa-
vering.  Blockchain technology is poised to be among the most sought after transformative 
advancements for nations in 2019.
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While the crypto-currency market is now a multi-billion dollar industry, crypto currencies are only the 
first of countless potential applications of the blockchain.  

Applied to traditional asset trading (stocks, ETFs, derivatives, to name a few), blockchain technology  
is likely to have the same potential effect on traditional trading institutions and mechanisms, as cryp-
to currencies promised to have on fiat currencies.  While the success of crypto currencies remains 
a topic of passionate debate (a debate unlikely to be settled for many years to come), there is little 
doubt that blockchain technology, applied to traditional stock and asset trading, has genuine poten-
tial to render the centuries-old stock market methodology obsolete. 

The longer a system has been in place, the closer it is to becoming obsolete.

2.3  Crypto Currency Trade Platforms

A quick look at any ICO platform will reveal what appear to be a dozen new crypto exchange plat-
forms launching every day.  The market is already saturated – with essentially every new entity on 
the field citing the exact same claims: “revolutionary”, “disruptive”, or “leading”, with the standard side 
of slick coinbait: “blockchain”, “platform” or “artificial intelligence”.

More often than not, all that separates them are the fonts these claims are repeated in.

Market is saturation in itself is not necessarily a problem.  Rather, the issue today remains in that no 
single player has risen to the level of truly becoming a trusted, established industry leader 

Far too many platforms are developer-centric: they are built to ‘work’, rather than to serve the needs 
of a creative investor.  As the user base grows and demand for advanced trading features forms, 
many platforms begin to exhibit shortcomings.  They offer a limited range of investment options: 
generally small pools of crypto currencies (with high spreads), stocks or ETFs- leaving the user in a 
race with others to outpace (or outsmart) each other, investing in essentially the same assets with 
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only slight variations.

2.4  Trading Platforms, And Their Offshore Accounts

Trust in many crypto-centric platforms leaves much to be desired.  Most platforms are domiciled in 
offshore jurisdictions (Seychelles, Isle of Man, British Virgin Islands, Caymen Islands , to name a 
few) where regulations offer limited protection of user assets or consumer rights.  As a result of the 
relatively lax regulation of crytpo currency exchanges who prefer to bask in warm offshore sunshine, 
many exchanges apply an almost casino-like approach to their platforms.  Users are essentially en-
couraged to ‘invest’ without being provided sufficient tools or materials to fully understand the mar-
ket.  Platforms often focus on inducing trades (thereby maximizing profit yields from each trade) with 
(one could argue) limited regard for whether or not many of these trades are actually in the user’s 
best interest.

2.5  Most Capital Is Available To Those Who Need It Least 

Private companies often face insurmountable challenges when wishing to secure funding from pub-
lic investors.  Costs associated with an I.P.O. (Initial Public Offering) are prohibitive, rendering it a vi-
able option for a very small fraction of the top companies on our planet.  A company wishing to raise 
capital by  ‘going public’ on the NYSE for example, can expect to pay as much as 7% in fees (both 
fixed and variable), in addition to other costs, which can result in amounts exceeding the 10% mark. 
For example, when Inogen Inc. engaged in their IPO in 2014, and raised approx. $70.5 million, their 
fees associated with the IPO were approx. $7.4 million (approx. 10.5% of funds collected)1.  These are 
only the costs associated with the entry point:  there are additional (and significant) costs associated 
with shares being traded on the market, and other residual costs that accrue while the company’s 
shares remain available on the public stock exchange.  The barrier to entry (minimum costs associat-
ed with a public offering) remain far too high for small to mid-size companies to even consider partic-
ipating in raising public funds.  
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2.6  After Hours access to Stock Market

“There’s only one moment in which you can arrive in time.  

If you’re not there, you’re either too early, or too late.” 

Johan Cryuff

Traditional stock markets are highly restricted by operating only during business hours, and in the 
local time zone of the market in question.  A trader, owning shares of a major public company, wish-
ing to respond to market events in real-time must wait until the market re-opens, by which time the 
opportunity to capitalize on events in question may have passed 

2.7  General Public & Blockchain Technology

The rapid evolution of crypto related technology, greatly outpaces the ability of most people to un-
derstand this new marvel.  The gap between crypto technology and the public’s understanding of 
these systems continues to grow at an exponential rate.  The greater the gap, the less likely it is the 
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public will fully embrace the technology.  This is the primary barrier to wider adaptation facing block-
chain technology- one that Soraix aims to address via our platform.

2.8  Transaction Speed

As adaptation of blockchain and crypto currencies continues to grow, some elements of the infra-
structure are beginning to show cracks:  namely, the speed with which transactions are registered on 
the blockchain. 

While detractors of digital assets focus only on statistics that support their anti-crypto narrative (for 
example, dips in BitCoin value), they ignore the more telling numbers:  the amount of crypto curren-
cy users (wallets) continues to experience exponential annual growth.  In fact, it is entirely plausible 
that a drop in the value of BTC, leads to a greater interest in the asset as each BTC becomes more 
affordable.  If purchasing one full BTC costs more than the purchase of a new car, it’s not at all un-
likely that this leads to decreased interest in the asset.  However, if the value of a BTC is significantly 
lower, the number of people interested in purchasing and holding BitCoin (or fractions of it) is likely to 
increase, as statistics demonstrate.

However, as the number of users and BTC transactions increases, and the blockchain upon which 
these transactions are recorded swells, the speed of the network has begun to decrease at a  
notable rate.  As a result of BitCoin’s increasing popularity throughout 2018, the average time for one 
BitCoin transaction to be confirmed on the network has recently ranged anywhere from 30 minutes 
to over 16 hours in extreme cases.

2.9  High Frequency Trading

One of the most controversial discoveries in traditional stock markets over the last few years, was 
the rapid proliferation of HFTs (High Frequency Traders).  In short, these are mechanisms by which a 
trader can see a preview of a trade that’s about to be executed on an exchange, and adjust his/her 
position based on the trade that’s about to be executed.  For example, if a given entity is aware that 
one million shares of a given stock are about to be purchased, they can assume a slight increase in 
the value of that stock to take place moments later.  This enables them to purchase available shares 
at the current rate, expecting them to increase in value micro seconds later, and resell them imme-
diately thereafter.  The entity who was just about to place the one million share order, may now no 
longer see the one million shares available at the price displayed- as the price will have increased, 
between the moment they hit ‘Enter’ on their keyboard to execute the order- and the microseconds 
it took for their order to arrive at the exchange.  This is a simplification of HFT’s. However, no one can 
overstate how disruptive the advent of High Frequency Trading is to the integrity of the stock market.  
Having a ‘flash’ of trades that are about to be executed, and the ability to trade with this information, 
greatly shifts the edge to those with access to HFT tools, and away from regular traders without such 
access.
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Together, we will solve these challenges.

3.1  Stock Markets, Blockchain, and the Equity Token

The exchange of paper securities dates back to the 14th century, when Venetians would carry with 
them slates of information related to the various issues for sale, issued by governments and trade 
them with clients.  Since then, a myriad of assets and securities have become available for trade via 
countless exchanges around the world.  However, the technology upon which these trades are exe-
cuted and verified dates back to the middle of the 20th century.

Soraix will offer companies of all size, the unprecedented ability to raise capital by enabling them to 
issue their own digital Equity Tokens on our exchange. For decades, the barrier to raise capital has 
been insurmountable for most companies. Only a small fraction of the top companies have 
sufficient resources to raise funds via an IPO 

Soraix aims to change this.  

Now show the same illustration above- just with the crowd and companies engaging together, with 
the large exchange out of the way.

We will offer private companies the ability to raise funds by enabling them to issue Equity Tokens (es-
sentially a digital version of shares) on our Swiss digital exchange platform.  Our users will be able to 
purchase these Equity Tokens, enabling the issuing company to raise capital without the prohibitive 
expenses associated with an IPO.  These Equity Tokens will then be traded on our exchange against 
other Equity Tokens, crypto currencies, and various digital assets, as well as fiat currencies. In the 
interest of ensuring a transparent and safe marketplace for our users, companies wishing to engage 
in an ETO (Equity Token Offering) on our platform will undergo a rigorous vetting process, in addition 
to being required to follow a strict Swiss legal framework, before their eligibility to be listed on our 
exchange will be determined.  

Shifting the process of raising capital away from systems dating back to the 1950s, onto blockchain 
technology will not only provide a level of transparency to the market previously unheard of, but will 
enable a significantly greater pool of participants (on both sides of the trade) to take part in the mar-
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ket.   

The result:  a nearly infinite number of companies enabled able to raise funds needed for growth,  
along side a vastly increased number of people subsequently enabled to benefit from participation in 
a truly inclusive digital stock market.  Applying blockchain technology to all transactions will for the 
first time render them entirely public: no more backroom deals, no after-hours deals, and more im-
portantly – no more HFT’s (High Frequency Trades).  Market manipulation will become virtually impos-
sible with the application of transparent blockchain technology and the indispensable layer of public 
oversight behind it.

3.2  Fiat & Crypto currencies aren’t that different.

       Meet SRX Token.

While the intentions and concept behind crypto currencies are most noble, their ubiquitous handicap 
remains:  a particular trait shared with fiat currencies.  

True, crypto currencies are issued with limited supply, providing one essential component missing 
from traditional fiat currencies:  scarcity.  Anything that can be printed or replicated infinitely, will one 
day flirt with becoming essentially worthless (such has been the trajectory of many fiat currencies for 
centuries).

However, for any currency to retain (and possibly increase) it’s value, it must possess two essential 
characteristics:

• It must be limited in supply

• It must be pegged to something else of value (for example, the Gold Standard that once applied 
to the USD).

Presently, crypto and fiat currencies collectively fail to attribute both characteristics.  And thus, de-
spite the best intentions of crypto currency enthusiasts, crypto currencies remain volatile.  

The Soraix Token is designed to solve this problem, by becoming the first digital token offering a level 
of stability unheard of since the Gold Standard.

The Soraix token (SRX), will be pegged 1:1 to a segment of Equity Tokens trading on our platform.  

For example:  let’s say a given company issues 100,000 Equity Tokens to be traded on our platform, 
at an initial cost of $100 USD per Equity Token (or, $100 per share, if we were to refer to the stock 
market).  A portion of these issued tokens during their ETO (Equity Token Offering) on Soraix, will be 
remitted to Soraix as part of the ETO listing fee.  Soraix will then make that portion of equity tokens 
available for trade on our platform against the SRX token using a direct 1:1 exchange.
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Regardless of the cost of these Equity Tokens in the general pool ($100 in this example), the segment 
of Equity Tokens available to SRX token holders will be offered at a 1:1 peg (or, 1:1 exchange, where 
one such Equity Token (in this case worth $100) can be traded for just one SRX token).

By anchoring the SRX Token on a 1:1 exchange ratio against Equity Tokens emitted by both public and 
private companies, the demand for the SRX token will remain strong and poised to grow.  The SRX 
Token will remain an undervalued asset, as long as it’s value will remain below that of Equity Tokens 
traded on our site.  This unique benefit offered exclusively by Soraix, will enable anyone who holds 
the SRX token to often purchase digital equity tokens of companies at a significant discount, thereby 
in all likelihood continue pushing the value of the SRX token upwards.

The SRX token will thus feature two vital attributes missing from both fiat currencies and most crypto 
currencies & tokens:  the SRX token will be issued in limited supply, and will be pegged to something 
of actual value on a 1:1 peg.  

Equity Tokens traded on our site will be available for purchase at their regular market price (mirroring 
the company’s stock share market value (if the company is publicly traded).  For example, an Equi-
ty Token issued by a company who is listed on the NYSE with a value of $243 per share, will also be 
traded on the Soraix platform at $243.  However, as noted earlier, a segment of these Equity Tokens 
will be available to be exchanged for the SRX Token, on a 1:1 basis, even if the SRX Token at that mo-
ment is worth only $10. 

In this scenario, the SRX token holder would essentially be able to purchase an equity token traded at 
$243, for just $10. 

The amount of any given company’s Equity Tokens available to be traded against the SRX Token will 
be limited, ensuring constant demand for (and retention of) the SRX Token. 

If 100,000 Equity Tokens are listed on Soraix exchange by a given company wishing to raise capital, 
let’s assume 5,000 of those will be available for exchange against the SRX token.  The 95,000 re-
maining Equity Tokens will be available for purchase on our platform at their current market price, via 
both fiat and crypto currencies.

As noted earlier, in this example, the 5,000 equity tokens offered to SRX Token holders, will be 
available on a 1:1 peg against the SRX Token, until those 5,000 Equity Tokens are exchanged for 
SRX Tokens.

We anticipate the purchasing power of the SRX Token as a means to share in our revenue will great-
ly enhance its appeal to our user base, and ensure it’s stable growth as a digital asset of significant 
value to investors. It is our intention to reward those who invest in our token by enabling them to 
 share in the revenue every new ETO launched on our platform generates for Soraix and SRX Token 
holders.
In short, we believe there’s no benefit to building something, unless you plan to build something bet-
ter than what’s already out there.
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3.3  Trade with those you trust.

“Empires weren’t built on sand.”

- Przemek Plazinski

Fancy business models, great designs, and catchy slogans are great.  But what value do they truly 
hold, if the company behind them shares an address with a dozen others, on an island few can find 
on a map, where regulations intended to protect you are essentially written in sand?  

While there are certainly short-term benefits associated with establishing a business in tropical 
offshore jurisdictions (demonstrated by the overwhelming majority of crypto platforms domiciled 
offshore), at Soraix we believe offering our users maximum protection and transparency, is the best 
approach to building a sustainable, long-term relationship with our customers 

Soraix is headquartered in Zug, Switzerland, ensuring our users the greatest legal and technical 
protection of their rights and assets. Regulations in Switzerland are clear, expansive, and in many 
regards favor the consumer.  

From our onset, we intend to set higher standards and bring the digital asset industry out of its “Wild 
West” phase, by providing unprecedented transparency, next generation trading tools, and opportu-
nities designed to help our users increase their chances of favorable results while decreasing their 
exposure to risk or unfavorable trades.  

In a market rapidly becoming saturated with exchanges assembled poorly at breakneck speeds in or-
der to cash in on the industry, Soraix is determined to become a pivotal entity.  By offering the largest 
pool of exchangeable assets (ranging from crypto currencies, to equity tokens, digital securities- and 
a range of others (to be announced in Q4 of 2019), we will offer greater stability and diversification 
options for our community, paving the path for us to become the defacto go-to exchange platform 
for all tradeable digital assets.
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3.4  Significant reductions in the cost of raising capital

“Virtue can only flourish among equals.”

-Mary Wollstonecraft

The costs associated with raising capital via traditional avenues (an IPO) are extravagant even by 
conservative measures.  Unless a company is prepared to incur costs well in excess of US $1 million, 
even for an entry level IPO – their prospects for raising capital are very slim.  

By shifting the issuance of traditional company shares, onto the blockchain (known as Equity Tokens), 
Soraix will render companies of virtually any size capable of issuing their own digital Equity Tokens, 
available for purchase by investors on our platform.  Following a strict compliance and screening 
process, a company wishing to raise modest amounts (under $100,000, for example) will now be able 
to raise capital, incurring only negligible fees, in comparison to the prohibitive costs associated tradi-
tional stock exchanges and IPOs.  

We are determined to enable companies of all sizes to thrive.

3.5  Rendering After Hours Trading Obsolete

“Lives are defined by opportunities, even the ones we miss.” 

- Eric Roth

One week consists of 168 hours.  To traditional traders, the New York Stock Exchange is open for 
trades for just 32.5 of those hours (Mon ~ Fri, 9:30 a.m until 4 pm).  This translates to a little over 
80% of the time, the NYSE being off limits to traditional traders.  The world does not stop spinning, 
when the NYSE rings the closing bell (contrary to what some may believe).  By relegating tradition-
al shares onto the blockchain into equity tokens, one of the greatest handicaps facing traditional 
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stock exchanges will become a relic of the past.  Any investor, holding stock of a company issued on 
a traditional stock exchange, is restricted to wait until a market is open, in order to respond to global 
events that may have impacted the share value dramatically.  In asset trading, fortunes can be lost in 
seconds.  Timing is everything in markets.   At Soraix, a trader holding equity tokens of any company 
traded on our exchange, will never see the dreaded words “Market Closed”.

Together, we aim to render the concept of a “Closed Market” obsolete.  Trading of all assets on our 
exchange will be available 24/7, providing a true open and transparent market for all.

3.6  Any new tool, is only as good as the public’s ability to understand it. 

“Any product that needs a manual to work, is broken.”

- Elon Musk

Mankind has always feared what it does not understand.  Technology is no exception.  As the rate of 
technological advancement continues to increase at a dizzying rate, an increasing number of people 
feel frustrated and unable to keep up.  One of the best examples of marvelous new technology that 
has rapidly outpaced the public’s ability to understand it, is the blockchain.  Among the greatest barri-
ers to wider adaptation, remains a lack of general understanding of how this new technology works. 

The more we understand a new technology, the more likely we are to embrace it.  

Soraix believes that educating our users and providing them with an array of tools aimed to improve 
their understanding of this technology can and likely will increase their odds of positive yields.  

We will place emphasis on educating our users by offering original videos and short films in our acad-
emy that will be brief, entertaining, and rich in comprehensive content designed to demystify the 
blockchain and related technologies.  Our learning academy will also offer extensive information on 
best practices related to safer investing in digital assets.  The academy will be available in a variety of 
languages reflecting our global user-base.

In the long term, what is good for our users, is good for us.  If our users earn on our platform, they’re 
more likely to remain loyal to our platform.

We believe this approach is vital to sustained growth.  

3.7  The need for speed

There are no reservations about the constant need for speed in technology.  We always want to get 
there faster, wherever ‘there’ may be.  Soraix will build a dedicated blockchain for the Equity Tokens 
traded on our exchange.  Equity Tokens issued and traded on Soraix will be native to our blockchain, 
resulting in an array of benefits:  unprecedented trade execution time, transaction integrity, and pub-
lic transparency.  
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3.8  Designed by traders, for traders

Soraix platform has been engineered from the ground up by experienced commodity traders.  Many 
competing platforms were designed and engineered by developers, attempting to assimilate to the 
needs of traders.  

Soraix is first and foremost a place for traders, designed by traders.  Our user-experience, down to 
the very last pixel, is designed with the unique needs of a commodity and digital assets trader.

At Soraix, we will address a common issue found on many trade platforms:  a limited amount of 
trade-able assets (crypto currencies, equity tokens, and other financial instruments).   Upon our 
launch in the first quarter of 2019, we will offer trades in a wide range of crypto-currencies and alt-
coins, and in a truly radical first for crypto-centric blockchain exchanges: the ability for our users to 
purchase Equity Tokens issued by private and public companies. 

3.9  A Truly Global Force

“...all men are brothers.  Each one owes infinitely more to the human race than to the particular 

country in which he was born.” 

- Francois de Salignac de La Mothe- Fenelon 

We do not believe in putting up barriers between people and free markets.  No one should be barred 
from participating in open markets, based solely on where they were born, or the language they 
speak.  Starting with our MVP launch in November of 2019, Soraix will be available in languages spo-
ken by over 90% of the world’s population, with additional languages subsequently added.  Starting 
in Q2 of 2019, our customer service team will be able to assist in native English, Japanese, Polish, 
Russian, Chinese (Mandarin and Cantonese), Spanish, German, French, with subsequent languages 
added in Q3, 2019.

We believe in enabling people to reach their financial potential, regardless of their origin or the lan-
guage they speak.
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Technology

4.1  Order Matching Engine

Our order matching engine will be built utilizing the latest available technology, rendering Soraix 
among the fastest exchanges on the market from onset.  The possibility of order execution suffering 
any delays will be extremely unlikely on our platform, and we will invest heavily to ensure we 
remain at the forefront of order execution. 

Our dedicated blockchain will further ensure stability and lightning fast transaction execution time, 
even during high volume trading hours.

4.2  The Future Is Near

Soraix will feature a wide range of both standard and innovative features, to be rolled out out in the 
third and fourth quarter of 2019.  A select few among them will include:

Platform:

• Soraix will migrate all forms of traditional trading (stocks, futures, derivatives, commodities, etc.) onto our 
blockchain.  In short:  ‘tokenize’ virtually any trade-able asset.

• Crypto currencies, fiat, equity tokens, and other digital assets will be exchangeable against each other on 
the Soraix exchange.

• Instant Trades (“Open Trades” will offer the option of one-click instant-trades, if a user no longer wishes 
to wait for the desired target price to be reached).
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• Leverage will be available to our traders.

• Our users will have the option to store assets on secure Soraix wallets, or transfer them to their own 
private wallets at any time.

• Our platform will support a wide range of fiat and crypto currencies both in form of deposit and 
withdrawal.

• Securitization of digital assets.

• Native mobile app (Q1, 2020).

• Protection against exposure to financial loss resulting from trades on our platform. (In the interest of 
protecting our intellectual property behind this innovative product, we will release further details post 
launch, towards the end of Q4, 2019.)

Marketplace:

• Profiles of all digital assets available for trade, along with scoring, price, change, detailed charting and 
market sentiment.

• Dedicated Equity Token portal, with unique design and enhanced features exclusive to Equity Token 
trading.

Leaderboard:

• We will provide an engaging leaderboard, offering users a look at our most successful traders, along with 
details about their investment portfolios (the degree to which this information will be available, will be 
determined in each user’s privacy settings). 

• Social trading: users will have the ability to copy trades (portfolios) of anyone on the platform who’s 
portfolio (trading activity) are set to Public.

• Users will have the ability to communicate with anyone else on the platform (provided both users have 
this option turned on).

Global Mindset:

The first version of our platform will be available in all major languages (English, Chinese (Mandarin/
Cantonese), Japanese, Korean, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Russian, Polish), with additional languages 
added in subsequent releases. 

Security;

• Security will remain at the forefront of our priorities, demonstrated by our investment in Swiss-based 
servers, engagement with Swiss financial institutions, and our company’s domicile in Zug, Switzerland in 
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the interest of providing our users with the peace of mind associated with Swiss privacy laws and world-
class corporate regulations.

• Our platform will offer both 2-factor and 3-factor authentication protocols.

• Funds stored by Soraix will be held in cold, offline storage at some of the most trusted Swiss financial 
institutions, with only a small portion of funds remaining on our servers – sufficient to offer uninterrupted 
liquidity on our platform.

• Our wallet structure will offer multi-signature security features.

• Our platform will invest generously in robust security systems virtually eliminating the risk of successful 
Denial Of Service attacks.

• We will offer IP whitelisting.

• Third-party security audits will be a standard on Soraix

• Anti-Phishing Alerts

• Withdrawal confirmations (via eMail/SMS), adding an additional layer of security

4.3  Device Coverage

Soraix will be a web-based trading platform, accessible on all major devices and Operating Systems 
(Windows, Linux, IOS), as well as mobile devices running IOS, and Android.   

Revenue Model

5.1 Revenue for our users (SRX Token holders)

Soraix will exhibit a new and radically innovative approach to providing SRX Token 
holders a share of our revenue.

We will enable holders of our SRX Token to trade them for limited pools of Equity Tokens available on 
our platform based on a 1:1 peg, regardless of the market value of either the Equity Token in question 
or the SRX Token at time of trade.  This will significantly increase the likelihood of growing demand for 
our tokens, and a plausible revenue stream for our token holders.  A user holding the SRX Token, will 
be able to trade it 1:1 for Equity Tokens at an often decreased rate (price difference between the SRX 
Token and the Equity Token), and immediately trade the  acquired  Equity Token for crypto or fiat cur-
rencies, securing any gains made from the trade . The number of any user’s Soraix Tokens available 
for trade towards Equity Tokens, will have a modest cap, in the interest of providing all Soraix Token 
holders with equal opportunity to benefit from our unique revenue sharing model. 
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A company wishing to raise capital on our platform (referred to as an ETO (Equity Token Offering)) will 
be required to remit a small segment of these Equity Tokens to Soraix as a fee for the opportunity to 
exhibit their tokens on our exchange.  This is common practice on traditional stock exchanges, al-
though on Soraix exchange- the cost to the company will be a fraction of what it would be to list on a 
standard stock exchange. 

In this model, let’s assume the company will issue 100,000 of their Equity Tokens on Soraix exchange.  
10,000 of those tokens will be offered to Soraix, as a ‘fee’ for the option to list their remaining 90,000 
tokens on our site.  Of those 10,000 tokens received by Soraix, we would then make half of them 
(5,000) available for purchase by our token holders, on a 1:1 peg, with the remaining 5,000 sold by 
Soraix on our exchange at standard market value.  

Using this method, any entity holding the SRX token would be able to take advantage of the 1:1 peg 
against the equity in question.  During any ETO, the number of equity tokens available to our users 
for exchange via the SRX Token will be displayed.  Users will be able to purchase the given compa-
ny’s Equity Token for it’s market price (via crypto and fiat currency). However, alongside these Equity 
Tokens available for purchase at it’s market rate, the amount of Equity Tokens remaining available for 
exchange on a 1:1 peg for the SRX token will be displayed until that limited pool is exhausted by our 
SRX token holders (we anticipate this will generally take place rather quickly).

5.2  Revenue for Soraix 

• Our revenue model is based around a competitive spread between buy and sell positions, in 
order to provide users with transparency and ease of use.  The spread between buy and sell 
price of an asset, will include our commission, which will vary depending on the asset (ranging 
between 0.01% and 0.3%).

• Soraix will actively select stable and preferred digital equities to offer on our platform. 
Companies wishing to raise capital by offering their Equity Tokens on our platform (ETO) will be 
able to do so for a nominal fee (significantly less than the fees associated with an IPO).

• In addition to an ETO fee, companies wishing to list their token on our platform, will be required 
(as is standard in IPOs) to relegate ownership of a small segment of their Equity Tokens to 
Soraix.  Soraix will then offer these tokens to our users, available for purchase for a 1:1 peg 
against our SRX token, regardless of the current rate of the equity token in question, or the SRX 
token itself.  This will ensure rising demand for the SRX token as an undervalued asset that 
can be used to exchange on a 1:1 peg against higher value assets (Equity Tokens of companies 
trading on our platform).  

• We will apply a fee for leverage trades on a rotating 24hr period.
  

• Currency Exchange adjustment fees will be applied as per industry standards for deposits/
withdrawals in multiple currencies.  Users holding accounts and operating entirely in one 
currency, will not incur any such fees. 
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The Soraix Advantage

6.1  The Soraix User Experience

The Soraix user experience will be the result of extensive research of established (and upcoming) 
platforms.  We intend to provide a simple, feature-rich user experience, without overwhelming the 
user.   

6.2  Clarity on Risk & Competition

We are aware of the risks associated with the competitive climate in the trade platform arena. Soraix 
consists of experienced entrepreneurs who have built successful businesses in the face of risk and 
difficulty.

At Soraix, we see difficulty as an opportunity.   While we understand the competitive nature of the 
market, we feel that a market saturated in competition is precisely the environment needed to yield 
stable and long-term viable leaders in any industry.

The market capitalization of crypto currencies has experienced double year-to-year growth over the 
last few years.   With the addition of equity tokens, derivatives, swaps, and other instruments to the 
blockchain, we envision an even greater rate of growth over the next few years.  

6.3  Security

Security is vital: our infrastructure will be designed such, that no single person will have access to 
our entire financial accounts or assets at any time.

To ensure the highest degree of protection, the majority of assets held by Soraix will be stored in cold 
(offline) storage, at storage facilities provided by an established Swiss institution. 

Far too many trading platforms have failed for reasons of simple negligence:  basic and essential se-
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curity protocols, not having been implemented.  Failures that were entirely avoidable, with the imple-
mentation of security measures that will be standard on the Soraix platform.  

Security is among the most important components of any fintech venture.  Soraix will invest heavily 
in fortifying our systems to ensure full compliance with strict Swiss regulations on consumer data 
protection, asset storage, and system security. The majority of user assets will be stored offline, 
offering our users a degree of financial security seldom available to anyone but the world’s 
wealthiest individuals.

The SRX Token

7.1  SRX Token Allocation

Allocation of the SRX token will be as follows: 
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The Soraix ICO 

The Soraix ICO will provide investors with the unprecedented opportunity to purchase the SRX token, 
which will be based on a 1 to 1 peg to equity tokens emitted by private and public companies, ena-
bling our users to purchase such equity tokens at often heavily discounted rates and thereby directly 
share in our company’s profits.

Our ICO will be open to investors of all portfolio sizes, with no minimum token purchase,
enabling the vast majority of those interested to participate in this opportunity.

8.1  ICO Schedule

August 26, 2019, at midnight European Central Time ICO official start (10% Bonus).
September 9, 2019, at midnight (5% Bonus).
September 23, 2019, at midnight, remaining ICO period begins.
November 24, 2019, at midnight ECT, the ICO Token Sale ends.

8.2  SRX Value & Repurchasing Plan

The SRX token will maintain and grow its value via its utility as a 1:1 peg to equity tokens of public/
private companies.  By design, it is intended to be an undervalued asset that can be exchanged for 
digital assets (equity tokens) of higher value, providing SRX token holders with an avenue to purchase 
shares (equity tokens) of desirable companies at significantly discounted rates.  As the number of 
equity tokens each company listed on Soraix platform that will be made available on a 1:1 peg against 
our token will be limited, the demand for our token will rise in proportion with the number of compa-
nies engaging Soraix platform for their ETO. 

8.3  Vesting Plan for the Soraix Team 

• Initial release

• After 1 year

• After 2 years

• After 3 years

• After 4 years

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%
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8.4  Fund management 

• 40% of the funds will be used to build the Soraix platform and perform upgrades to the system, 
which includes team recruiting, training, and the development budget.

• 50% will be used for Soraix branding and marketing, including continuous promotion and 
education of Soraix and blockchain innovations in industry mediums. A sufficient budget for 
various advertisement activities, to help Soraix become popular among investors, and to attract 
active users to the platform.

• 10% will be kept in reserve to cope with any emergency or unexpected situations that might 
arise (regulatory changes, or other unforeseen shifts requiring prompt and convincing reaction). 
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Roadmap 

Meet the Soraix Team
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Legal Disclaimer

In light of shifting regulations surrounding crypt currencies and their associated technologies, Soraix GmbH 

may be limited in it’s ability to procure and/or develop any number of features or plans outlined in this White 

Paper.  Future changes in regulations related to crypto currencies, may affect Soraix GmbH in positive, or pos-

sibly negative fashion.  As such, we hereby express no guarantees, written, or otherwise delivered, either direct 

or implied, regarding any services of future plans that may become affected by shifts in policies governing 

crypto currencies and related technology.

It is imperative that any person or entity engaging in the acquisition of Soraix Tokens must understand that 

the Soraix business model, structure, domicile, Terms Of Use, or affiliates, may be changed, without advance 

notice, in order to align with the shifting regulatory climate.  Any person or entity seeking to, or having acquired 

the Soraix Token, understands- by virtue of their acquisition, that Soraix GmbH or any of it’s affiliates shall not 

be held liable for any losses, or damages, direct or indirect, arising from any changes  or amendments to So-

raix GmbH business model, White Paper, or Terms of Use, as well as the use of any services provided by Soraix 

GmbH or it’s affiliates.

It is to be understood, that this document serves as a legal disclaimer, and is not intended in any capacity to 

promote, or sell any securities on the Soraix platform, or any related/affiliated platforms.

The Soraix Token should not be regarded as an investment.  However, Soraix will pursue all avenues available 

to us to ensure the stability and plausible growth of the Soraix Token.  It is to be understood, that in spite of 

our efforts, no guarantees about the future value of the Soraix Token are offered or otherwise implied by Soraix 

GmbH in any capacity or form.  

  

Professional, objective, and independent advice is recommended prior to the acquisition of the SRX Token, 

the acquisition of which carries risk, and provides no guarantees, written, stated, or otherwise implied.  The 

acquisition of the Soraix Token should not be undertaken by any person or entity who is not aware of the risks 

associated with this type of acquisition.  The Soraix Token does not convey any ownership in Soraix GmbH, or 
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grant any form of shareholder rights.  It is not a share (or stock) in the company, and does not offer any rights 

on dividends, or interest.  The acquisition of the Soraix Token is final, and does not entitle the person or enti-

ty acquiring the Soraix Token with any right to claim a refund.  The acquisition of the Soraix Token is final and 

non-refundable.  

As regulation continues to evolve in this field, future regulation may precipitate unforeseeable events, which 

may lead to undesired outcomes for crypto currency related platforms (Soraix GmbH being among them).  The 

person or entity acquiring the Soraix Token understands these implied future risks, and accepts them.  

Soraix GmbH shall offer no liability for events causing damages or losses, in connection with any events con-

nected to the technologies we will use.  Soraix GmbH shall not indemnify users, for any losses or damages 

arising from events (whether directly connected to Soraix GmbH or not) related to crypto currencies and block-

chain technology that may have a negative impact on our platform and it’s users.  

No insurance, stated, or otherwise implied is offered towards the Soraix Token.  The value of the Soraix Token 

may rise, or fall in part or in whole, without warning, to any degree.  

In the event of a cancellation of our ICO prior to it’s scheduled end period, funds collected will be returned to 

their source. 

COPYRIGHT SORAIX GMBH 2019 - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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